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A GENETIC AND CYTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF A TANDEM DUPLICATION 

AND ITS INCLUDED LOCI IN DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER 

I• The Star and Asteroid Loci. 

Introduction 

In general the action or a gene appears to be either 

unaffected by a substitution in a neighboring gene in the same 

chromosome of one allele by another, or, at least, not to be 

affected in a way other than would occur if the replacement 

were made in the opposite chromosome. On the other hand, if 

a gene is brought into a new genetic environment as a result 

of a chromosomal rearrangement occurring near it, then it 

sometimes happens that the effect of that gene is altered, 

without, and this has been proved in some instances, a change 

in the gene itself. 

The former statement can perhaps be reconciled with 

the latter as a result of studies of the two closely linked 

loci, Star and asteroid, in the second chromosome of D. 

melanogaster. For, as will be shown, the results constitute 

an important exception to the former statement; they show that 

a mutant at one of these loci acts differently according to 

whether the replacement of an allele at the other locus is 

made in the same or in the opposite chromosome, other conditions 

being constant. The existence of such a relationship suggests 

that position effects, associated with certain types of 

chromosomal rearrangements, may be phenomena restricted to 

regions which show a similar relationship. 



I· The star and Asteroid Loci. 

The Star Locus 

star is a dominant mutant at 1.3 in the second 

chromosome. Some twelve spontaneous occurrences have been 

re~orn.ed (DrosophilA Informat'lon Sel"vice: 9). In what 
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follows, the symbol, S, refers to Star-1, which was found by 

Bridges and analyzed by Bridges and Morgan (1919), and Stern 

and Bridges (1926). S /+has a slightly reduced eye with 

irregularly shaped facets and disarranged facet hairs; 

infrequently, it may overlap wild-type. A photograph of a 

type nearly if not indistinguishable from S / + is shown in 

Fig. 2. ~ / S is lethal. By itself, S is probably without 

a detectable effect on the wing venation; however 7 in 

combination with net or pleXJ,t:s, it partially suppresses the 

extra venation characteristic for those mutants, while in 

combination with Hairless, it enhances the interruption in 

certain wing veins characteristic for that mutant. 

Bridges (1936) has reported that S is apparently normal 

in the :salivary gland chromosomes. Since the locus of G is 

now known to lie in the region of the 21 E 1-2 doublet, S has 

been reexamined, as have also two other alleles, s2 and ~' 

paying particular attention to this region. No visible 

disturbance was found associated with any of these alleles. 

The Asteroid Locus 

At least four recessive, rough-eyed mutants have been 



found in the left end of the second chromosome, which, 

opposite s, either further reduce the size of the eye and 

increase 1ts roughened appearance or produce lethality. 

Evidence to be presented shows that at least three of these 

are at a separate locus very close to the right of s. This 

new loous has been given the name, asteroid (ast}, because 
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of its similarities with the S locus. When used specifically, 

the symbol, ast, refers to asteroid-1. Two alleles, ast and 

ast4 , have been studied in most detail. The symbol, ast2, 

refers to a possible allele of this series, but it has not 

been excluded that it is a recessive allele of s. Ast 2 and 

ast 3 both arose in, and have not been separated from, the 

Curly inversion chromosome. 

A rough, arbitrary system of grading has been adopted 

to represent the eye effect in the various possible combinations 

of the ast alleles and s. The results are shown in Table 1. 

Wild-type is taken as Grade 1 1 and increasing numbers indicate 

decreasing size and increasing roughness of the eye. Grade 2 

has a very slight roughening. Grade 3 typifies S / + • An 

example of Grade 5 is shown in Fig. 5; Grade 6 is based on a 

type similar to that shown in Fig. 7; and Grade 8 is shown in 

Fig. 3. Grades shown in parenthesis in Table 1., indicate 

the approximate extent of variability around the chosen grade. 

It is also important to consider qualitative differences 

which distinguish members of the ast series of alleles. 
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4 + ast 
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+ ast3 
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+ + 
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(1-2) 
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1 
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(2-3) 
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1 
(1-5)-lr 
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( 1-5) -Ii-
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(2-3) 
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(3-5) 

5 i} 

(3-6) 

Table le A Rough Grading of Eyes of Combinations 
of +, S, and ast alleles. 

+ ast 

5* 
(1-7) 

5 
(5-6) 

6 
( 6-17) 

8 ~
(6-8) 

(see text for desaiption.) 

-11- gaps at the tips of longitudinal 
veins. 

-::-~;.extensive losses in longitudinal 
veins. 

3 + a.st 

5 
(5-6) 

5 
(5-6) 

7 
(7-8) 

viability ,,=) 4010 

2 + ast 

5 
(5-6) 

9-sterile 

lethal 

s + 

lethal 
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Ast and ast4, in the combinations with themselves 

or with s, have an effect on the wing venation. S + / + ast4 

and ast / ast frequently show a loss of the tips of any or 

all of veins, L2 - L5, similar to that shown in Fig. 7. 

S + / + ast shows extensive interruption of these veins as 

can be seen in Fig. ~. All combinations involving ast or ast4 

have, in general, good viability and fertility; although S + / 

+ ast usually hatches with wild-type, its chances for survival 

are greatly reduced 'Wl.der unf'avorable culture conditions. 

Ast2 and ast3 are more sL~ilar to each other than to ast or 

ast4 in their general effect; they do not affect the wing 

venation, they are more constant in expression, and they 

show peculiar lethal effects with s. 3 + / + ast2 is always 

lethal although ast2 / ast2 is viable (but sterile in the 

female). 3 + / + ast3 has a viability of around 40% as 

compared with wild-type, but after emergence it has a better 

survival than S + / + ast, presumably due to the absence of 

a wing effect. 

The possibility that modifiers at other loci are a 

complicating factor in the phenotypic expressions discussed 

above has been excluded rather rigorously for ast and to 

some extent for ast2, ast3, and aat4. 

Ast arose either from + or 3 but the latter is 

improbable. Ast2 and ast3 probably arose in a normal 

Curly inversion chromosome. Ast4 appeared as a single 

aat4 ho / al 5 ho male among approximately ~5,700 (Cy) 
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off spring of al ast ho / ast females mated to al S ho / Cy 

males ( al= aristaless, o.o ; ho= heldout, 4.0). A 

similar experiment conducted at 30° C. produced an allele, 

closely resembling ast4, but whose origin was not associated 

with crossing over in the al - ho region. Here the total 

number of off spring in whioh ast4 could be detected was only 

1,513. Unfortunately, this possible reoccurrence of ast4 was 

lost before fully tested. It is unlikely that ast mutates 

to ast4 ;with an appreciable frequency, for many cases which 

resembled such a mutation have been found in other experiments 

and have proved, on testing, to be the result of the normal 

variability of ast. It should also be added that homozygous 

ast females have produced no reversions of ast to wild-type 

in over 80,000 orrspr1ng in which reversion could be detected 

had it occurred. 

The salivary gland chromosomes show no evidence for 

chromosomal rearrangement accompanying a3t, aot2, aat3 or ast4. 

They have usually been examined opposite a normal chromosome 

as well as homozygous; ast has also been examined carefully 

in unpaired chromosomes. Throughout this analysis, as with 

the 3 alleles, special attention was paid to the region of 

the 21 E 1-2 doublet which probably includes the ast locus, 

as well as the S locus. 

The Evidence for an Asteroid Locus 

Preliminary linkage data placed ast near if not at the S 

locus. Extensive data summarized in Table 2., represent part 



Total* Mating; 
Inversions 

Heterozygous in 
Parental 9 

"Wild'-type 11 

Crossovers** Frequency 
1. 

2. 

al 8 +ho_ 9 x al ast ho o 
" x al S ho 0 9 cy 

net + s + + dp cl 9 + a1 + as£ ho + + 

x In(2L)Cy, ast2 d 

3. net + S + + dp ol 9 + + ast4ho + + 

4. 

5. 

x In(2L)Cy, ast2 d 

al S + ho + + 
+ + ast4 + dp cl 9 

x al ast ho d 

+ s2 + In~2~t ~ 
a12 + ast3 tn 2~y 

x al s· ho d 
dy, E-8 

unltinown 

In(l)dl-49, 
In(2R)Cy, and 
1n ca i ~9 
In(3L+3R)P. 

In(l)dl-49, 
and in ca 'I' 99 
In(3L+3R)P. 

In(l)dl-49, 
In(3LR)sep. 

In(l)dl-49, 
In(2R)CYt and 
in cat ~ 9 
In(3IB)sep. 

51,106 

2 x 15,367 

2 x 7,654 

1'1,334: 

4 
(3' ho) 

15 
(12, al dp cl) 

a {dp cl) 

l (ho) 

7 
(4:, al2In.(2L)t 

* The total number of offspring, based on the most viable class, in which s+ ast+ 
could be detected. 

**The number and constitution or those fully tested is indicated in parenthesis. 

0.01% 

0.046% 

o.oi,% 

---

o.o4% 

fable 2 • The frequency of "wild-typeu crossovers between Star and asteroid. 
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of the evidence that the ast locus is close to the right of 

s. Fifteen established "wild-type tt crossovers betvveen S 

and ast were recovered from S + / + a.st females, in .Matings 

1. and 2., Table 2. Three such crossovers were obtained 

from S + / + ast4 females in Matings 3. and 4. Four were 

recovered from 32 + / + ast3 females in Mating 5. A 

consideration of the strategic marker genes used in these 

matings and the composition of the 11 +tt crossovers with respect 

to those markers shows that in every case the results are 

consistent with the assumption that the ast locus is to the 

right of ·s. The region to the left of S {1.3) was marked by 

al (O.O) and/ or net (net, o.o-). The closest mutant to 

the right of ast was ho (4.0); in Mating 5., the closest 

'•marker" to the right o.r as!,; was the left break point of 

In(2L}Cy which is closer to ast than ho, as can be seen in 

Fig. 8, from cytological evidence. The mutants, dp (dumpy, 

13.0) and cl {clot, 16.5), were used in some cases. The 

alternated use of many marker genes close to the left and 

right of S and ast served to minimize the possibility that 

any of the 11 +" crossovers were due to contamination or that 

they represented reversions which were associated by chance 

alone with crossing over. 

Although testcrosses were not employed in Table 2., the 

genetic composition of most of the "+" types was determined 

by obtaining them 111 the homozygous condition or by testing 

them to the marker mutants. In addition, some of the "+" types 



were tested again~t all of the ast alleles. to s. and to 

deficiencies for s. There was no evidence from those tests 

which contradicts the assumption that the 11 +" crossovers 

carry a normal allele of S and a normal allele of ast. 

The frequency of 11 + 11 crossover3 obtained in Table 2. 

varied between 0.01 - o.046%· The higher frequencies were 

undoubtedly due mainly to the use of females which were 

heterozygous for inversions in some or all of the chromosome 
A. 
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arms other than 2L; namely, X, 2~, 3L, and 3R. It is sUfficient 

to note here that such a procedure is known to give a sig

nificant increase in crossing over in the al - ast region, 

and, in general, -that tho inoreaae is probably related 

directly to the number of inversions used and to their 

effectiveness in reducing crossing over in other arms. vVhere 

known. the exact inversion set-up in sny one experiment hs.s 

been specified in Table 2. and other similar tables. 

A salivary gland chromosome analysis of two of the 

11+11 types from Mating 2., as well as the two cases from 

Mating 3., failed to show any departure from normal. In the 

cas-e of Mating 5., four "+" types were apparently nor:m.al 

cytologically with respect to the 3 region and carried In(2L)t, 

as expected on the basis that they represent crossovers 

between s2 and ast3. 

Technical difficulties arising from the association of 

·$2 and ast3 with In(2L}t and In(2L)Cy, respectively, prevented 

a study of their c~ssing over relationships with respect to 



ast, ast4, or s. However, the results of Mating 5. would 

indicate that ·s2 is probably an allele of S and not a 

dominant allele or ast; similarly, 1s probably an allele or 

S and not a dominant allele of ast; si!nilarly, ast3 is an 

a 

allele of ast rather than a recessive allele of s. It should 

be noted that in Mating 5. there is a complication due to the 

presence in the parental female of the two closely overlapping 

inversions, In(2L)t and In(2L)Cy; however, there was little 
-no 

orAdecrease in the al - ast recombination value, which was 

2.6%, or actually higher than the standard value, 1.3%, 

presumably due to inversions in other arms. 

At first, attempts to recover a crossover complementary 

to "+n types having Sand ast, or·s and ast4, in the same 

chromosome failed. These experiments presented in Table 3., 

Matings 6. and 7., were conducted on the assumption that S 

ast / + + and 3 ast4 / + + would resemble phenotypically 

3 + / ;- a.st and S + / + ast4, i·espectively,. or that they would 

be at least more extreme than '3 + / + + • In Mating a., use 

was made of a suppressor of s, Dp-3 (see Part II.), in the 

parental male on the basis that it might permit the survival 

and detection of any types more extreme than S ast+. No 

complementary types were detected, however, in these experiments 

among a total of 11 1 141 off spring. 

From independent experL~ents on the Star Du.plication, 

Dp-S, described in detail in Part II.), a stock was available 

whose composition, with respect to the duplication was: 

( S ast)( + ast) ; this notation indicates that the regions 



Mating 

6. net + S + + dp cl 9 + al + ast ho + + 

7. 

x al ho cf 

net S + + dp cl 
+ + aat4 ho + + 

.x al ho cf 

<¥ 

a. net + s + + dp cl 9 + al + ast ho + + 
x al Dp-S ho c! 

9. + al (S ast)(+ ast) ho++ w 
net + + ast + dp cl 

x al ho cf 

10· al (S aat)(+ ast) ho + + 
9 

+ + aat4 + dp cl 

x al ho ~c!,net c!, & net ho c! 

11· al (S ast)(+ ast) ho + + 
9 + + + + dp cl 

x al ho rl, net c!, & net ho c! 

Inversions Total S ast/+ +, or 
(see Table 2.) Progeny s ast4/+ +* Freq. 

In(l)dl-49, 
In(2R)Oy, 3 1 005 

In(3L)P,In(3R)C. 
0 

In(l) dl -49, 
& in some 
In(3L+3R)P. 

as in 6. 

In(l)dl-49, 
T(2;3):Me• 

In(l)dl-49, 
T(2;3)Me, 
In(3LR)CxD. 

In(l)dl-49, 
T(2;3)Me, 
In(3LR)sep. 

In(l)dl-49, 
T(2;3)Me.f . 
& in ca 'I" 99 
In(3LR)sep. 

2,914 0 

6,222 0 

3 (2, o.os% 
4 1 864 al S ast dp cl) 

2 (1, o.J.% 
1,531 al S ast dp cl) 

6,667 

8,390 

3 (al 0.05% 
S ast4 dp cl) 

2 {l, 
al S + dp cl) 

*Although these types may have occurred in Matings 6, 7, and e, they were only 
detected in Matings 9 and 10. 

Table 3. The recovery of S ast and S ast4• 



in parentheses are duplicated in tandem, direct order in the 

same chromosome and that the left region contains 3 and ast 

while the right :section contains s+ awl a::st. In as much as 

( S ast)( + ast) /+is "wild-type," this duplication 

suggested an indirect way of obtaining S ast and 3 ast4. By 

mat:tng .femeles of composition, ( S ast) ( + ast) / ast and 

(S ast) ( + ast) / ast4, to s+· ast+ males, Matings 9. and 10. 

Table 3., a few 11 3 / + 11 phenotypes were recovered among 

otherwise normal-eyed off spring. 

Upon further testing of some of these " :s / +" types, 

they proved to be s ast / + + 1n the case of Mating g., and 

S ast4 / + + for those from Mating 10. Their origin may be 

visualized in the following manner, which assumes that 

unequal croosing involving the left region o.f the duplication 

has occur:ed between the S and ast loci, or possibly between 

ast and the break point of the duplication for the origin of 

S ast: 

( S ast )( + ast ) or ( S ast ){ + ast ) 
+ ast + ast4 

As a "control" one substantiated case of ·3 ast+ was 

9 

recovered from ( S ast )( + a.st) / + females, Mating 11. The 

frequency here is omitted because of classification difficulties 

arising from the presence of the third chromosome dominant, 

Hairless, which was used in this experiment only and which 

slightly suppresses the " S / +" type of eye. Therefore some 

ot the desired types 1:1ay have been missed. 
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Although S ast / + + and S ast4 / + + are phenotypically 

indistinguishable from S + / + + , their true composition was 

revealed by extracting from S ast / + + or 3 ast4 / + + 

females as a result of crossing over, an unchanged ast and 

an unchanged ast4, respectively. This was done for each of 

three separate occurrences or s ast derived from Mating 9., 

and for each of two separate occurrences of S ast4 derived 

f'rom Mating 10. The results are su:mmarized in Table ~. 

It is also interesting to note that an unchanged ast 

was recovered from a S ast type,derived from Mating 9.,by 

a procedure shown in Mating 15., Table 4., analogous to the 

method by which S ast was originally recovered. Its origin 

may be ·visualized as follows: 

+ ast )( + ast ) 
s ast 

Here the derived product, s+ ast, carries the no!'mal allele 
-

of S which was originally present in the left section of Dp-S. 

The results of the latter experiment indicate again that 

no unexpected complications have arisen in using Dp-8 to 

obtain the S ast and ~ ast4 crossovers. Nevertheless, it 

is desirable to obtain those crossovers without the use of 

the duplication, if possible. 

A practical solution to this problem was reached 

by making use of the f'act that S ast4 / + ast has a 

su.t'ficiently larger eye (Fig. 7) than 3 + / + ast (Fig. 3) 

to make feasible an attempt to recover S ast4 in the F1 of a 



Mating Inversions Total "aat" or k al - ast ,j 
( QAA m.,,,.., 6 2,. 1 P~oaenv* "ast4" tvnes Frea. ecombination* 

12. al S ast d~ cl 9 + + + + + 

x In{2L)Cy, al2 aat3 d 
T(2;3)Me. 2 x 2,304 1 

(ast dp cl) 
0.02% ---

13 • .y al S ast + d~ el 9 net+ + + ho + + In(l)dl-49, 
x al ast ho d Dp(2;3) - 2 x 1,254 1 (net o.o3% 3.976 

& In{2L)Oy, a12 ast3 o T(2;3)Me. ast dp cl) (48/1,254) 

14:. + a.1 S ast + d~ cl 9 net++ + ho + + 

x In(2L)Cy, al2 ast3 d 
as in 13. 2 x 340 1 (net o.3$ ---ast dp cl) 

15. net + S ast dp cl 9 
+ al(+ ast)(+ ast)ho In(l)dl-49, 

x In(2L)Cy, al2 ast3 d 
In(l)AM, 2 x 996 1 (al 0.05~ ---T(2;3)Me. ast dp cl) 

S ast4 -
16. + a 1 + 9 net + + + hO as in 13. 2 x 1,844 2 (net o.os% 3.'ij{ 

x In(2l)Cy, al2 ast3 d 
aat4, 1) (68/1,846) 

17. + al S ast4 + d;t! cl 9 net+ + + ho + + as in 13. 2 x 910 2 (net o.J$ 6.Q% 

x In(2L)Cy, al2 ast3 d 
ast4 dpcl) (56/912) 

* Calculated .from most viable class, ast;:>/ + • 

I 13,304 7 0.05~ 4.3 ± Q.3 ,, 

Table 4. 4 4 The Recovery of ast and ast from ~ ast and S ast , respectively. 



cross of S + / + ast4 females to ast males. The experiment 

was carried out by mating al S ho / ast4 dp cl females to 

al ast ho males. This experiment is identical with that 

shown in Mating 4., Table 2., where it was desirable to 

include only the "+" crossovers. Total counts were not made 

and no attt:::mpt was made to recover all of the 11+ 11 types that 

may have occurred, but one case of the latter was obtained 

which had the composition: s+ aat+ ho. Three complementary 

oroaaovera having S a.nd ast4 in the same chromosome were 

detected and had the expected composition: al S ast4 ho+ 

ll 

(not tested for dp and cl). They proved to be indistinguishable 

from the S ast4 types recovered indirectly by the use of Dp-S; 

i.e., further testing showed that opposite ast each of the 

three cases gave a significantly larger eye than S + / + ast. 

It should also be noted that several cases were found which 

resembled S ast4/ + ast but which proved on testing to have 

been the result of the normal variability of 3 + / + ast. 

The frequency of 3 aat4 crossovers from Mating 4. can 

be roughly estimated from the fact that, although total counts 

were not made, 83 al ast crossovers were recorded. The 

proportion of the total crossovers between 8 and ast4 to 

the total crossovers between al and ast4 may be estimated 

as 3% ( 3 / 86 }. ' As will be seen in the next section this 

result agrees well with calculations of a similar proportion 

from other data. 
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From Mating 4., the single 11+ 11 crossover was tested 

against one of the complementary, S ast4, crossovers obtained 

f'rom the same experiment. In this crucial test the ";-" 

crossover behaved exactly like sr ast+ in the sense that over 

S ast4 the eye was indistinuishable from S ast+ / + +. This 

result a.lso hold for similar tosto of "+" crossover.s obtained 

from S + / + ast (Mating 2.) or S + / + ast4 females (Mating 3.) 

when either of such crossovers was tested opposite the S ast 

and S ast4 crossovers recovered by the use of Dp-S. 

The behavior of 3 ast in all combinations tried is 

not sufficiently distinct from S ast+ to make practicable an 

attempt to recover it directly from S + / + ast females. 

Moreover, there is little necessity for such a direct recovery 

since 3 ast4 has been obtained by an analogous procedure. 

No attempt was made to recover s2 ast3 from s2 + / 

+ aat3. Technical di££iculties also prevented the possible 

recovery of S ast3 by the Dp-S method. 

It is assumed without proof that ast, ast4, and ast3 

are allelic to each other. This is consistent with the 

origin of ast4 from ast, the linkage relations of ast and 

ast4 to S and the linkage relations of ast3 to s2. 

All mati~gs in Tables 2., 3., and 4. with the exception 

of Mating 5, employed only one parental female per culture. 

An analysis of the data shows that there is no significant 

evidence for grouping of either type of crossover, which permits 
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the conclusion that crossing over between S and ast occurs 
ove.r 

at the same time as normal crossing~ 

The Map Distance Between Star and Asteroid 

Inspection of Tables 2., 3., and 4. shows that a total 

of 38 crossovers between the Star and asteroid loci have 

been established. Much of the data was obtained from females 

hete:c·o~.Y gous .Co.r· inve.c:·slons ( or translocat1on) in some or 

all of the other chromosome arms, since such females show an 

increase in the frequency of crossovers between S and ast. 

On the assumption that this increase is roughly proportional 

to a concomitant increase in the al - ast region the proportion 

of crossovers between al and ast which occur between S and 

ast has been calculated for those cases where data is 

available. 

A summary of Matings 13., 16., and 17.,, Table 4. gives 

a value or ~% ( 5 / 17Z) ror this proportion. This is 

consistent, considering the small numbers involved, with a 

value of 1% ( 2xO.Ol / 1.8 ) obtained from Mating 1., 

Table 2., where the al - ast recombination was i. oy& ( 112 / 

6,202 ) or slightly higher than the standard al - 3 of 1.3%. 

As already described a value of 3% for this same proportion 

wag .found in Mating 4. A :rough estimate therefore of' the 

map distance from S to ast is 1-3% of 1.3% or 0.01 - 0.04 

standard map units. The lower value would be more nearly 

correct if the presence of inversions in other arms results 
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in a relatively greater increase in the 0 - ast d~otancc than 

in the al - ast region as a whole. 

Matings 9., 10., 11., and 15. are more difficult to 

analyze for frequency data since they are complicated by 

the presence of Dp-S. On the other hand the results are 

valuable for an analysis of unequal crossing over in Dp-S 

heterozygotes, which is presented in Part II. 

No systematic study has been made of the effect of 

single, or combinations of., inversions, heterozygous in 

other chromosome arms, on crossing over in the al -ast region. 

The aim has s~nply been to introduce into each mating as many 

inversions as was practicable at the time. They were chosen 

for their probable effectiveness in reducing crossing over 

in the arms involved, and, fo~ the most part, only those were 

chosen which could be easily followed genetically with the 

use of markers; in no case did these markers interfere with 

critical classifications. 

An indication of the effectiveness of the inversion 

method is given from a summary of Matings 13., 16., and 17., 

Table 4., which used identical inversions in other arms. 

Here the al - ast recombination was 4.3%, with a standard 

deviation of o.3%; this is an increase of three times the 

standard value. In those same matings, the total frequency 

of crossing over between S and ast was 0.1% or between 

three to ten times what was estimated as the standard value. 
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The part~oular invaraion conditions in those matings7 which 

may be assumed responsible for the observed increase, were 

the presence, heterozygous, of In(l)dl-49, cm~; and Dp(2;3) 

T(2;3)Moire. The effectiveness of In(l)dl-49 in decreasing 

crossing over in the X was shown by Sturtevant and Beadle 

(1936) who estimated that the frequency of non-crossover 

X-tetrads in XXY.females, heterozygous for the inversion, 

was 70%. The effectiveness of T(2;3)Me, or its duplication 

de.r:·l vati ve, may be best judged by Wl1l t tingh.111 1 8 analy::.ds 

(Drosophila Information Service: 9) of the salivary gland 

chromosomes, which showed an inversion in 2R, and super

imposed on In(3L)Payne five more breaks throughout the 

third chromosome whose distribution and reunion accomplished 

a rather thorough shuffling of the contents of 3; the tip of 

2R was carried in an undetermined way in heterochromatin of 

3. Dp(2;3)T(2;3)Me has a normal second chromosome and is 

therefore essentially a multiple inversion complex in the 

third; the duplication for the tip of 2R is 

and practically wild-type. 

· - fertile 

With standard sequence presumably present in all 

chromosomes the effect of high temperature (30 C.) on 

crossing over in the al - ho region was negligible; 

the obser'ved frequency was 3.6 ± 0.5% as compared \vith a 

map distance of 4.o%. The effect of temperature in 

combination with inversions was not studied. 



Position Effect Without Demonstrable Aberration 

With the use of the 5 ast and '.S s.st4 combinations, 

obtained from Matings 4., 9., and 10., certain phenotypic 
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comparisons which are equal on a quantitative genetic basis 

ha.Ve been made; namely, (1) ·s ast / + + vs. S + / + ast; 

( 2) S ast4 / + + vs. s + / + ast4 ; and (3) S ast /+ ast4 

vs. S ast4 / + ast • Most striking is the difference between 

S ast J + + (Fig. 2.) and S + / + ast (Fig. 3.). Whereas, 

the former has normal wings and a rough eye slightly smaller 

than normal, the latter has large sections of the longitudinal 

veins missing and an extremely small eye with many of the 

facets fused. Less striking, but equally significant, is 

the difference between S ast4 / + + (Fig. 4.) and S + J + ast4 

(Fig. s.). Here s ast4 I++ , like a ast I++ , is pheno

t.,ypically lndistingui::Jhable i'roru S ast + / + + ; while S + / 

+ ast4 usually has a smaller eye and occasionally interruptions 

at the tips of the longitudinal veins; the latter effect is 

not shown in Fig. 5. 

The examples shown in Fig. 2 - 7. were raised at the 
at 

same time under similar conditions, namely,Aroom temperature 

and in uncrowded cultures. A typical female of each type 

was chosen from the first few days' hatch from each type 

of culture. An important qualitative difference in comparisons 

(1) and (2), not apparent from Fig. 2 - 5., makes unnecessary 

a rigid control of environmental conditions to establish the 

existence of a position effect in these two cases. Thus, 
4 

when S and ast or ast are on the same chromosome with normal 



Pig . l . Wild-type femal e. 



Fig. 2. S ast / + + female. 

Fig. s. S + / + ast fEllllale. 



Fig. 4. S ast4 / + + female. 

Fig. 5. S + / + ast4 female. 



Fig. 6. S ast / + ast4 female. 

Fig. 7. 'S ast4 / + a st female. 



alleles in the othel",, the phenotype is qnite constant, as it 

is 1n 5 ast+ / + +, and has never been observed to overlap 

the smaller-eyed types. On the other hand, when S and ast 

1'1 

or ast4 are on opposite chromosomes, the phenotype is variable, 

depending, as was pointed out before, chiefly on environmental 

conditions. The e.xte·nt of that variability in terms of 

arbitrary grades is shown in Table l. 

One comparison (3) remains: S ast / + ast4 (Fig.6.) 

probably has significantly larger eyes, in general, than 

S ast4 / + aat (Fig.7.). Alao, the wing veins show much 

less tendency to be broken in the former than in the latter. 

Since both types are variable, however, it would be desirable 

here to have measurements, and more rigid control of' conditions 

than was used. 

The above differences observed in comparisons (1) and 

(2) hold whether or not the normal chromosome there used 

was one of the wild-type crossovers between S and ast or 
4 one 

between S and ast , or was obtained from unrelated stocks 

wild-type with respect to these two loci. Material close 
4 

to the left and to the right of S ast and S ast , as well 

as other regions, has been replaced by unrelated material 

without altering the characteristica of' fl aat or S ast4 

in any way. Moreover, comparison (2) was also made with 

the use of S ast4 and its "+" complement, each freshly 

derived from one experiment (Mating 4.) in which they were 

recovered directly from S + / + ast4 females. In this 



critical oass, the existence of a position effect exactly 

similar to that described above for comparison (2) was 

established. 
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Beyond doubt, the observed differenoea in comparisons 

(1), (2), and probably in (3) a.re due to the way in which 
4 

S and ast or S and ast are distributed with respect to each 

other in th9 two chromosomes. Moreover. as has already been 

pointed out, an analysis of the salivary gland chromosomes 

has shown no evidence for a visible disturbance associated 
4 4 

with s. ast. ast • S ast. or S a.st • The existence of a 

position effect without the complication ot chromosomal 

rearrangement should prove an important simplification for 

the study of the mechanism of position effect. 

Another way of expressing the observed position 

effects at the 8 and a.st loci is that S and ast aot 

phenotypically as alleles when they are in opposite 

chromosomes; when they are in the same chromosome the 

intensifying of S by ast, or vice versa, disappears. In 

practice, this has been the basis of the difficulty in 
4 

deriving the S ast and S ast combinations. 
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A Genetic and Cytological 'Survey of the Tip of' Chromosome 2L 

Before inquiring as to the location of 5 and asteroid 

in the salivary gland chromosomes it will be useful to survey 

what is known about the general region in which these loci lie. 

The first four map units of the left end of the second 

chromosome are known to include nine mutant characters of 

which all liut one, telegraph, a.re still in existence. The 

linkage relationships and phenotypes of aristaless, dachsous, 

expanded, Star and telegraph have been given by Stern and 

Bridges (1926). 

Agenetic map 0£ the region 1.Ulder consideration is 

shown in the top line of Fig. 8. The following is a brief 

description (after Bridges) of some of the characters; 

omitting '3tar and asteroid, which have already been described, 

and suppressor of Star, which will be given special treatment 

elsewhere: 

al - aristaless. 2- o.o. Aristae greatly reduced; posterior 

scutellars erect and divergent. RKl. 

ds - dachsous. 2- 0.3. Wings blunt and broad with crossveins 

closer; legs and abdomen chunky; slight dominance of 

crossvein effect. RKl 

ex - expanded. 2- 0.1. Wings wide and broad; eye somewhat 

reduced and roughish; body size large. RK2 

ho - heldout. 2- 4.0. Wings held at right angles to body. RKl 

net - net. 2- o.o-. Wings have a heavy network of extra veins; 

semi-dominant extra vein parallel to L5 near crossvein; 
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Fig. a. A correlation of the linkage map with the 

salivary gland chromosome structure for the extreme 

left end of the second chromosome. 
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partially supp!'es~ed by 3te.r; usually completely 

suppressed by homozygous ast and S / ast. 

shr - shrunken. 2- 2.3!. Body smaller and narrower, dark. 

Overlaps wild-type. 

Chromosomal aberrations which have enabled the corre-

lation of some of these characters with salivary gland 

structure were obtained by X-radiation of wild-type males 

with a dosage of 3,000 r-units; these males were mated to 

al ast ho females with the results sho\vn in Table 5. 

The breaks points of these aberrations where they occur 

in the left end of the second chromosome, are indicated 1n 

Fig. s. The drawing Of ·this part or the chromosome is a 

composite one designed to show all bands that have been 

clearly seen in well stretched preparations of this region. 

It is labeled to correspond with Bridges 1 1935 map. 

5 
The following is a description of those change~ shovm 

I 

in Table 5. which were analyzed and found to be accomps.:nied 

by an aberration: 

Df {2)al - Deficiency (2) aristaless. Df / + is an extreme 

:Minute with rough eyes, slight-ex- and ds- like effects 

and normal aristae. Deficient for al, ex and ds; 

but not for net or s. Df / al has aristae completely 

missing. 38.livary analysis shows loss from just before 

21 C 1-2 doublet to just before 21 D 1-2 doublet. 

Df(2)'Sl - Deficiency (2) Star-1. Df / + has slightly smaller 
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Table 5. 

Results from X-rayed (3,000 r-units) wild-type o x al ast ho 9. 

Total offspring: approx. 19,000. 

Analyzed 
Changes Unanalyzed~~ Associated Total 
Resembling with 11Point 

Aberration ·lH$- Mutations" 

Df In T 
Aristaless 5 1 1 0 0 7 

Star 5 5 1 0 1 13 

Asteroid 4 0 0 1 l '? 5-6 

Heldout 9 0 1 0 0 10 

Delta 3 3 

Notch 13 13 

Plum 2 2 

~ Sterile, died or discarded 

J,H~ In= inversion; Df=deficiences; T=translocation. 

See text for description. 
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slightly rough eye, usually less extreme than S / + ; 

bristles normal; viability and fertility good. 

Df I ast is somewhat less extreme than S + / + ast, 

and more like S ast / + +. Deficient for ds, 3 and 

ast; but not for net, al, ex, shr, ho. Salivary 

analysis shows break follows meditun 21 C 3 and just 

preceding heavy 22 A 3. 

Df(2)S2 - Deficiency (2)Star-2. Phenotypic effects like 

Df-Sl. Deficient for s, aat, shr; but not for net, al, 

ex, ds or ho. Salivary analysis shows breaks following 

sl D 1-2 doublet and following 22 B 1-2 doublet. 

Df(2)S3 - Deficiency (2)Star-3. Phenotypic effects like 

Df(2)Sl. Defieient for Sand ast; but not for net, 

al, ex, ds, shr or ho. Salivary analysis shows loss 

probably extending from just to the right of 21Dl-2 

doublet to just before the 22 A 1-2 doublet • ., ., 
Df(2)SI - Deficiency (2)3tar-(. Phenotypic effects like 

Df(2)Sl / +, except Df / + is slight "ex11 type. 

Deficient for ex, ds, S, and ast; but not for net, al, 

shr or ho. Salivary analysis shows breaks just after 

21 C 1-2 doublet and after heavy 22 A 3. 

Df (2) sJ - Deficiency (2)Star-l. Df / + resembles Df(2)31 / +. 

Deficient f'or ds, 3, ast, and shI'; l>ut not :for net, al, 

ex or ho. Salivary analysis shows breaks following 

medium 21 C 3 and following 22 B l-2 doublet. 

In(2LR)alV - Inversion (2LR) aristaless-variegated. alV / al is 

similar to homozygous al but 11 +" in XXY 9. alV / Df(2)al 
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is viable, with aristae £roquently out not always 

absent. alv / alV is lethal. Salivary analysis shows 

left break probably just precedes 21 C 1-2 doublet, 

right break in heterochromatin of 2R therefore probably 

an inversion across the spindle fiber. 

In(2) ho-Inversion (2) heldout. In / ho is exactly like 

homozygous ho. In acts phenotypically like wild-t-ype 

opposite Df(2)35, Z or ast. In / In has smaller eye 

with anterior indentation; wings reduced to tiny 

stubs ( In/vg is n+n). Fertile in 9 but d lacks geni

talia and anal apparatus; testes are oval (unattached?), 

o..nd oontain m~ture aperm. 

T (2;3) sL Translocation (2;3) Star - Lewis. aL / + resembles 

S I + ; sL I ast is like s + I + ast; sL I s, sL / 
Df (2)32, and sL / sL are lethal. Salivary analysis 

shows three breaks: following 21 El-2 doublet; 3 

heterochromatin; and before 88 E 1-2 doublet. The 

nevt arrangement is presumably: tip of 2L to 22E; 

3 het. to 88D; 3 hat. through to 3L tip. 3R tip to 

88D; 21 E through to spindle attachment of 2 and 

normal 2R. 

T(2;4) astV - Translocation (2;4) asteroid - variegated. 

~stv / + is "+"· tV V ~ ' as / ast and ast / S resemble bUt 

are more variable than ast / ast and S + / + ast, 

respectively. ~f(2)S3 / astVi is lethal. astv / ci = ci. 

The variegated asteroid-like effect is completely 
-

suppressed 1n the XXY 9. Duplication and deficiency 
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types are viable. Salivary analysis shows break j,ust 

following the 21 E 1-2 doublet and a break in hetero

chromat1n of chromosome 4. 

In add1t1on to these aberrations, use was also made of 

a translocation, T(Y;2)21E, kindly supplied by Dr. Schultz. 

This translocation proved particularly valuable in the 

cytological location of Star. It involves, as shown by 

Schultz (unpublished), a reciprocal exchange between the Y 

chromosome and the tip of the second chromosome, which is. 

broken just to the left of the 21 E 1-2 doublet (see Fig. 8.) 

With the above material it is now possible to locate 

with some degree of precision some of the mutants at the 

extreme left end of the second chromosome. The results are 

diagrrunmed in Fig. 8 and a description of them follows! 

-- aristaless and expanded 

The probable location of al {O.O) is the 21 C 1-2 

doublet region, based, in particular, on a comparison of 

Df-al 'IJltith Df-34. It is also likely that the extreme Minute 

effect of Df-al is due to its deficiency for this doublet 

since Df-S4 does not show this effect. The locus of ex (O.l) 

is very close to aristaless in the region of the medium 

staining band, 21 C 3. 

dachsous --

Al tho ugh the U.ata .rrom Df-al, D.f-32, and D.C-33 would 

seem to indicate that ds is located to the right of 21 C 3 

and to the left of the heavy 21 D 1-2 doublet, the results 
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are somewhat ambiguous in view of preliminary studies of a Z 

deficiency, Df-36, which was obtained in another X-radiation 

experiment and which apparently has a loss extending from 

the right of the 21 D 1-2 doublet to just after the 22 B 1-2 

doublet (Fig. 8.). Yet unlike Df'-32 and Df-33, Df-S6 acts 

as though it were a deficiency for ds. This discrepancy if 

it exists, may have its explanation in a position effect or 

mutation at ds in Df-S6. It has not been excluded, therefore, 

that the locus of ds is not included in the 21 D 1-2 doublet. 

shrunken and heldout -
+ The locus of shr (2.3-) lies in the region from the 

right of 22 A 3 to the left of 22 B 4 • It is likely that 

the locus of ho (4.0) is in the neiehborhood of 22 E on the 

basis of a probable position effect in that region in In(2)ho. 

net --

The location of net presented difficulties at first. 

Df-al / net had a slight net effect while all of the S 

deficiencies were normal opposite net. In order to avoid 

the known complication of enhancement of net / + by Minute 

deficiencies of the Df-al type, and the possible suppression 

of net by the S effect of the S def lciencies, a duplication 

for the left end of the second chromosome was used. It was 

derived from T(2;4)b of Dobzhansky and extends from the tip 

o.f the chrolllo son1e to after the dumpy locus ( 13. 0) • As used 

it carried net, and will be referred to as Dp, net. Flies 

of composition: Dp, net / Df-al / net; and Dp, net / Df-34 / 

net; had normal venation. On the other hand when deficiencies 
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from T(2;4) astV and T(Y;2)21E, were used, flies of composition: 

Dp, net / Df(2;4)T(2;4)astV I net; and dp, net / Df(Y;2)T(Y;2)21E/ 

net showed typical net venation. Since the latter deficiencies 

involve a loss of the entire tip extending to section 21 E, 

the above results show that the locus of net is to the left 

of 21 C 1-2 and, therefore, probably to the left of aristaless. 

From unpublished data of Bridges it is knovvn that net 

is to the left of S but its locus was only roughly determined 

as o.3~ • A reexamination of the locus of net was made but 

the results were negative with respect to whether net is 

to the left or to the right of al. Thus, on the basis that 

it is to the right of al, no crossovers were obtained between 

the locus of al and net among 90 tested crossovers between 

al and s. Again, on the basis that net is to the left of 

al there were no crossovers between net and al among 10 tested 

crossovers between net and s. However, when these results 

are combined with deficiency evidence they may be taken as 

indicating that net is probably close to the left of aristaless. 

-- Star 

The smallest s der1c1ency that has been obtained 

directly is Df-S3. The locus of S therefore lies to the 

right of the heavy 21 D 1-2 doublet and to the left of the 

28 A 1-2 doublet. This region is also missing in the other 

S deficiencies as can be seen in Fig. a. 

From experiments which are described in detail in 

Part II., it is known that the S locus is included in Dp-S, 
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whose break points occur just after 21 D 1-2 and just after 

21 E 1-2 as shown in Fig. 8. Hence the S locus lies in the 

region bounded by those break points. This fact justifies 

the assumption that all of the deficiencies which have been 

described above and which are known to resemble S rather 

closely are, indeed, deficiencies for s. 

A much more precise location can be made with the 

use of T(Y;2)21E and T(2;4) astV, which have already been 

described. It can be seen in Fig. 8. that the former has 

its break point in the second chromosome just to the left of 

the 21 E 1-2 doublet while the latter has its break point 

just to the right of that doublet. Df(Y;2)T(Y;2)21E / + 

is a strong Minute with slightly rough eyes and resembles 

Df-al / + • Df(Y;2}T(Y;2)21E / S has a much rougher eye 

which is smaller than S / + but which exactly resembles the 

eye of Df (2;4)T(2;4)astV / + • The latter deficiency over 

S is lethal; apparently it includes the S locus while the 

former does not. That this was true was shovm in a more 

refined way by combining the two translocations to give: 

Df(2;4)T(2;4)astV; Dp(Y;2)T(Y;2)2lE., or Df-S-der. This 

derivative has a deficiency for the 21 E 1-2 doublet, a 

duplication for part of the Y chromosome and a deficiency 

for heterochromatin of the fourth chromosome. Df-S-der./ + 

has slightly roughened~ slightly smaller eyes than + ; 

Df-S-der. is lethal opposite s. Again, as with the other 

3 deficiencies, Df-S-der. / as~ has a slightly larger eye 



than S + / + not. In other lesa diagnostio oombinations, 

such as opposite ast3 or E-S, it behaves exactl~ like S and 

other S deficiencies. 
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It is important to note here explicitly that Df-S-der. 

is derived from T(Y;2)21E, which has no detectable departure 

from normal when opposite S or ast; and from T(2;4)a.stV 

which likewise acts normal when the variegation is suppressed 

by an extra Y chromosome. Now it has been determined that 

the presence of an extra Y does not change the phenotypic 

characteristics of Df-8-der.; thus it may be aaswued that 

those charactertistics are attributable mainly to deficiency 

and not to position effects. S is therefore located in the 

21 E 1-2 doublet region of the salivary gland chromosomes. 

-- asteroid --

Since the larger S deficiencies are deficient for ahr 

they almost certainly are deficient for ast as well. Moreover, 

all of the S deficiencies obtained, including Df-S-der., 

act essentially alike, when tested to ast; 1. e., they 

resemble S ast more than they do S ast+ or S ast4. This 

suggests that even the smallest of them, Df-S-der., may 

include the ast locus. It also should be pointed out, though, 

that opposite a normal chromosome all of the deficiencies 

are more variable in their expression than are either S 

ast+, S ast, or S ast4. 

More satisfactory evidence that ast is included within 

the confines of the 21 E 1-2 doublet has come from a study of 
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Dp-S. Phenotypic studies (Part II.) s~ow that Dp-S, as 

oric;inally obtained, acts as thou:h it car1"ies asti" in the 

left section and ast in the right section. Assmning from this 

th.qt thEl ~ecti on pr>esent tvlic,-:i in :Dp-S includc:;s the locus of' 

ast, then, since ast is to the l:'ight of S and since the 

duplicated section does not extend beyond 21 E 1-2, the ast 

locus must be included with Sin the 21 E 1-2 doublet. 

A check on this location of ast can be derived from 

other evidence, to be presented, w~ich can be taken as excluding 

the presence of an ast locus to the right of the 21 E 1-2 

doublet. 

Suppressor of Star --

Suppressor of Star, Su-S, found by Curry, acts as a 

dominant suppressor of S and as a dominant partial suppressor 

of homozygous ast3 • A reinvestigation of Su-S has shovm that 

it is not the result or a point mutntion but ruthe~ that ito 

effect is probably attributable to the double deficiency 

der ivat , In(2L)Cyt, with which it was associated at the 

time its ct vvas first detect This was shown b;:r 

deriving, anew, In(2L)Cyt, from a mating of In(2L)Cy, dp2 / 

In(2L)t females mated to S dp /Cy males. It was detected 

by its sun~ressing effect on s. The complementary or double 

du?lication derivative was also detected by its dominant 

enhancement ors. A cytolosical a~alysis of In(2L)Cyt, 

made ':Jy :SricLges and Li (1936 ), shovrnd the presence of a defiency 
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.for 22 D 3 a.ml all oi' section 34 A· There is some evitlence, 

of a preliminary nature, that the suppression of S in Su-S 

is directly attributable to the deficiency for the 22 D. 

Thus, two translocations have been obtained,from X-radiation 

of ast males, in each of which the 22 D region is brought 

close to heterochromatin of the third chromosome and in each 

case the translocation over S shows a partial suppression of 

the S + / + ast effect. Presumably, therefore, the 22 D 

region may show changes resembling Su-s. 

Whether or not the mutant, Enhancer or Star (E-s), 

locus, 2- 6± , found by Bridges (Drosophila Information 

Service: 9), is also due to a change in the 22 D 3 region 

is not known. Existing stocks of E-S that have been examined 

cytologically show the presence of the Curly inversion and 

not the double duplication derivative, complementary to 

In(2L)Cyt, which has a slight dominant enhancing effect on 

S as noted above but which is by no means as extreme as that 

of Enhancer of Star. 

E-S I S has a small eye similar to that shown i...11 Fig. 

7· E-S / ast3 and E-S I 4 have only slightly roughened 
' 

ast eyes; 

but E-S / ast and E-s I ast2 have e-yes which are slightly 

smaller and rougher than s/ + • The relative specificity 

of E-S,in Bnhancing strongly s, ast, and ast2 , was shown by 

the fact that it had little or no such effect on other rough

eyed mutants which were tested in the heterozygous condition. 
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Those mutants tested 1n that fashion included: eohinus, facet, 
2 split, roughex , and uneven, in the X chromosome; morula, 

roughish, rolled, rubroad, and scabrous, in 2; and rough and 

rou.ghoid, in 3. 

X-ray Induced Changes at the Star and Asteroid Loci 

A description has already been given of a translocation 

derived from x-radiat1on of "•" me.les and having an effect like 

S ast+. This translooation, T(2;3)sL, is closely similar, from 

the standpoint of origin and phenotypic effects, to the Star 

tr8nsloeation of Mul1er (1929), ana.J.yzed in the salivary g1e.nd 

chromosomes by Bridges and Li (1935). In both instances, one 

of the breaks occurs just to the right of the 21 E l-2 doublet. 

T(2;3)astv also arose from "+" as a result of x-radiation 

and has one of its breaks just following the 21 E doublet; it, 

however behaves as a variegated, asteroid-like change, the 

variegation presumably being induced in the doublet region by 

heterochromatin of chromosome 4. That not all rearrangements 

having a break just following this doublet need give an 

effeat on the S and ast loci, is shown by the oase of In{l)ho, 

which acts exactly like s• ast+ in several combinations 

already noted. 

From X-rayed al ast ho/ net ast dp cl males mated to 

S /Cy, E-S females, two instances of reverse "mutation" of 
+ 

ast to ast were detected; both of these however were found to 

asaooiated with a rea:rrengement which, 1ike those above, had 
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one of its breaks just following the 21 E doublet which in 

each case was translocated to euchromatin of other regions. 

These two aberrations are also indicated in Fig. 8., as 

In(2L)astrv2 and T(2;3)astrvl. Another aberration, Dp-S, 

is known to have a break just following the 21 E doublet 

and although it arose spontaneously from ast its effects, 

as shown in Part II. 7 indicate that the left section of the 

duplication acts as though it carries a reversion of ast to 

ast•. The fact that no spontaneous inatanoes of reversion 

of this type were found in over 80,000 offspring in which it 

might have been detected, and the fact that no reversions 

were obtained,trom X-radiat1on of ast,wh1ch were not associated 

with an aberration, strongly suggests that the reverted effect 
rvl rv2 

in T(2;3)ast , In(2L)ast , and Dp-S is due to a position 

effeot rather than to mutation. On this basis, it can be 

seen that the ast locus must lie in the 21 E doublet (or to 

the left of it} since it is this doublet and not the material 

to the right ot it which has undergone rearrangement in all 

three instances. 

· Two breaks are known to occur just to the left of the 

21 E 1-2 doublet in the aberrations, T(Y;2J21 E and T(2;3}Dp-S, 

As has been noted, the former has no detectable effect on the 
+ + 

originally present S ast , and the latter appears also, from 

studies presented in Part II., to have no e££ect on the$ and 

ast loci in the right doublet of Dp-S but rather an effect 

on those loci in the left section of the duplication. 
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Discussion 

A plausible interpretation of many of the observed 

phenomena at the Star and asteroid loci can be made in terms 

of a naturally occurring repeat in the chromosome. The 

starting point of this interpretation rests on the finding 

that the two loci are probably included in the 21 E 1-2 

doublet structure o! the salivary gland chromoaomes. The 

possibility that such structures might repres~nt instances 

of duplication of a single band was first pointed out by 

Bridges (1935) from purely cytological considerations. It 

is interesting to note tl1.a.t Bridges chose the 21 E 1-2 

doublet or 11 capsule 11 a.s a characteristic example of the 

two-band type of repeat. 

That such doublet structures probably involve two 

discrete bands was shown experL~entally by Bridges (1936) 

in an analysis of the spontaneous second chromosome deficiency, 

Notopleural. In this case, the break points of the deficiency 

occurred between the halves of two doublets. Bridges 

(Drosophila In£ormation Service: 9) has reported other 

instances, chiefly spontaneous, where breaks have separated 

the two halves of a doublet. Similarly, Metz (1937) has 

analyzed a series of small deficiencies in the salivary 

gland chromosomes of Sciara ocellaris, some of which involve 

a loss of only one band of a doublet structure. Metz (1938) 

also holds to the view that doublets have arisen by duplication 

of single bands and that some of the single band deficiencies, 
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which occur conmonly in Sciara stocks, are either the original 

unduplicated band condition or are the result of secondary 

loss from a duplication which has already become established 

in nature. 

The two discs, present in capsules of the 21 E type, 

are homologous to the extent that they pair tightly with one 

another in the same chromosome, giving the appearance of a 

shell of chromatic material enclosing an achromatic center. 

The 21 E doublet may, therefore, be considered as divisible 

into two separate, and homologous discs, and as such it 

provides a cytological basis for predicting the existence, 

genetically, of two similar and adjacent loci. 

An analysis of mutants which are included in the 21 

E capsule has shown that this sort of genetic situation does 

exist. Thus, ast has been shown to be at a separate locus 

very close to the right of S by an estimated distance of 

0.01 - 0.04 map unit. Moreover, the essential similarity 

between the s and ast mutant types is reflected in a number of 

ways. The property of reducing the sise of the eye and ot 

causing, at the same time, facet disturbances which result in 

a roughened appearance, is shared by mutants at each locus. 

A tendency to cause an interruption in the wing veins can be 
1 4 

detected in s as well as in ast and ast • A high degree ot 

similarity in action for S and ast1 is. suggested by the strong 
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intensification of each by Enhancer of Star, whose effect was 

shown to be relatively specific for these loci. Again, when 

S is in one chromosome and any of the ast mutants is in the 

other, there is a strong reduction in the size of the eye as 
+ 

compared to S ast / + + I Ast is not behaving here like a 

typical non-allelic intensifier of Star, such as Enhancer of 

Star; for, when S and ast or S and ast4 are in the same 

chromosome with normal alleles in the other, the result is 
+ 

indistinguishable from S ast / • + • Moreover, this position 

effect was not, as far as could be determined from an analysis 

of the salivary gland chromosomes, the result of a cytologiaal 

a1teration of the ahromosome. 

Now the possibility that a position effect of th& above 

type might exist was tested by Sturtevant (1928) with the use 

of the dominant mutants, Delta and Hairless, three units apart 

in the third chromosome. No position effect, however, was 

found, and at that time the only position effect that had been 

demonstrated remained the Bar case, although still other 

possibilities were teated. Sturtevant concluded ttthat the 

association of the two elements in double-bar is much more 

intimate than the association between identical loci in 

homologous chromosomes, and that thei!position effect' perhaps 

rests on something more than mere closeness together." 

It would now appear that the "something more" is the 

essential similarity in those elements. 
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As a result of the cytological finding cf Muller, 

et al., (1936) and Bridges (1936) that Bar is a duplication, 

the position errect demonstrated by Sturtevant (1925) may 

now be stated as depending on the way in which four, rather 

than two, homologous sections are distributed betvreen the two 

homolog3; thus equal di3tribution 0£ tho four doses of the 

Bar region results in a larger eye than when three doses are 

in one homolog and the fourth in the other. The po:sition 

effect, hA~e, would appear to extend over a distance as great 

as the length of the triplicated region,measured from one 

point in the most distal section to the same point in the 

most proximal section, or a distance, perhaps of 13-14 bands. 

This is remarkable in view of the fact that other rearrangements, 

involving exchanges occurring between euchromatic segments of 

the chromosomes only, and which seem to have position effects 

on lmown loci, do not show this spreading effect but rather 

a position effect within a band or so of the break point. 

The impression is gained that the spreading effect 

observed in the Bar case is somehow related to the close 

juxtaposition of identical regions. On this basis, there 

is a striking analogy with the position effect observed at 

the S and ast loci, since these, too, appear to be homologous 

to a certain extent. To go further, the probable position 

effects at the S and ast loci observed in a study of 
one of 

rearrangements,having~their breaks just to the right of these 

two loci, can be considered as a secondary effect on a 
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position effect which exists normally in the chromosomes. 

From a broader standpoint, position effect may be confined 

only to repeat regions of the chromosomes, the most frequent 

type of which are the doublet structures or two-band repeats. 

In general it may be predicted that such regions will act, 

in a physiological sense, as units, but, in a genetic sense, 

as though they were made up of discrete loci which show 

position effects with one another. 

Recently, Muller (1941) and also Schultz, unpublished, 

have o-uggcotcd that pooition e~£oct may somehow be related 
the 

to phenomenon of somatic pairing. r.iulleI' notes that the 

forces of somatic pa.iring 11 a.cting between unlike genes, 

should tend to deform them, and this deformation might well 

aftfect the nature and the quantity of the gene products which 

they form.n Its seems more plausible rrom the above 

considerations that it is the similar, or 11 repeat 11 genes 
be 

which mayAaffected in that way rather than the unlike ones. 

This would permit a more precise statement of the possible 

significance for position effect of somatic pairing; namely, 

that the synaptic forces, by governing the degree of 

association of the repeat genes, are capable of moc{riying 

the extent to which the gene products of each member of the 

repeat interact with one another. 
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II. The Star Duplication 

Introduction 

Changes at the Bar 11 1ocus 11 in the X-chromosome occur 

with a measurable frequency among the progeny of females 

homozygous for the dominant small-eyed type, Bar. Two types 

of changes were noted by Zeleny (1921); namely, a reversion 

of Bar to normal and a change to a form with more extreme 

eye reduction than Bar, called ultra-Bar, now referred to as 

Double-Bar. Unequal crossing over was shown by sturtevant 

(1925) to be the mechanism responsible for these changes; 

reverted Bar, on this basis, could be thought of as a 

deficiency for the Bar gene while the complementary, Double-Bar 

type was considered as a duplication for the Bar gene. 

The salivary gland chromosomes of Bar were investigated 

by Muller, ct o.l., {1036) and Bridgca (1036), who ohowcd, 

independently, that Bar was a tandem duplication in direct order 

for a short section of the X-chromosome, composed, according 

to Bridges• analysis, of about 6 bands. Double-Bar, 3ridges 

found, had this section thrice repeated, whereas, the reverted 

type had the banding of a normal chromosome. 

Another instance or a tandem duplication being associated 

with a dominant change is that of Hairwy ~"ling, Hw, which was 

analyzed, cytologically, by Denerec (1939) and Rapoport (1940). 
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They found a d11plication for three discs near the tip or the 

X-chromosome; Rapoport noted that Hw was possibly an example 

of a reverse, rather than a direct, repeat. Rapoport was 

unable to demonstrate unequal creasing over in homozygous 

Hw females, in over 33,000 offspring examined. 

A third case of spontaneous tandem duplication was 

reported in a preliminary note (Lewis, 1941). This duplication 

includes two known loci, Star and.asteroid, and is referred 

to as the Star Duplication, Dp-S. Changes, due to unequal 

crossing over and analogous to those occurring in the Bar 

duplication, could be derived from homozygous Dp-S females. 

1'Ioreover, unequal crossing over could be detected in females 

heterozygous for Dp-S. The analysis has been greatly 

facilitated by the use of markers at the Star and asteroid 

loci and a relatively high frequency of unequal crossing 

over could be obtained by the procedure, noted in Part I., 

of introducing into the female many inversions in other 

chromosome arms. 

More recently, Schultz (1iorgan, Schultz, and Curry, 

1941) has shown that the dominant, Gonfluens, change is 

a tandem duplication for the Notch region of the X-c.hromosome. 

In this case, also, it was possible to vary the genetic 

composition of the duplication as a result of unequal crossing 

over occurring in females heterozygous for Confluens. 
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The Origin and Nature of Dp-S 

In a search for reversions of ast, 48,945 offspring 

were raised from a mating of al ast ho / ast females to al S ho/ 

Cy, E-S males. Actually the total number of offspring in 

which reversion could be detected is higher due to the reduced 

viability of the non-Curly class (63% as compared to the Curly 

class); a corrected estimate gives an approximate total o.f' 

78,000. The total frequency of crossing-over between al and 

ho was 5.2% (34716,674). No substantiated case of reversion of 

ast to wild-type was recovered in this experiment. However, 

it did yield a single normal-eyed, heldout individual, whose 

genetic composition was shovm to be Dp-3 ho / al S ho. The 

origin of Dp-S was therefore associated with crossing over in 

the al - ho region. 

An analysis of the salivary gland chromosomes shows 

that Dp-S is a tandem duplication in direct order for a 

section of fou.:r> bands extending from 21 D 3 to just after the 

21 E 1-2 doublet. A more complete description of the 

cytological picture will be deferred to a later section. 

The phenotypic effects of Dp-S are 11flexible 11 in the 

sense that by varying its genetic composition with respect 

to the Star and asteroid loci, the resultant phenotype is 

changed. It will therefore. be convenient to anticipate the 

evidence for its genetic composition, which has still to be 

presented, and assign to Dp-S, as originally obtained, the 

more restrictive notation: ( s+ ast ) ( ·s+ ast ) , or simply 
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( + ast) 2 , which indicates the presence of two sections in 

tandem duplication having identical composition at least with 

respect to the Star and asteroid loci. The symbol, Dp-s,1s 

reserved for indicating the presence of the duplication 

without regard to its genetic make-up. 

1ahen ( + ast) 2is opposite ast, ast2 , ast3, or ast4, the 

combination ia 11wild-type. 11 When it is opposite S, s2, or 

deficiencies for 3, it acts as a suppressor of the rough eye 

effect although occasionally the eye is very slightly rough 

and possibly slightly srn.aller. The best diagnostic combination 

is ( + ast)2 I s2 E-S; here the eye is larger than in 

+ / s2 E-S but suppression is not complete, the eye being 

rougher than S / + and closely similar to ast / + E-S. This 

result is consistent with other evidence to be presented that 

( T ast) 2 acts as though it carried one do3e of ast and a 

normal allele of asteroid instead of two doses of ast as 

indicated and as its origin from homozygous ast would suggest. 

In this conne~tion 5.t would be desir>.e.hle t:o lmow the eff'ect 

of ( + ast) 2 over a deficiency for, and only for, the region 

present twice in the duplication. An approximation to this 

ideal situation can be realized by a comparison of two of the 

Star deficiencies, which were described in Part I; namely, 

Df'-33 which involves such a loss but in addition a loss o:r 

four or five bands to the right of the 21 E 1-2 doublet; and 

Df-S-der. on the other hand which. is essentially a loss of the 

21 El-2 doublet on1y. ~111.en either of these deficienciea is 

opposite ( + ast) the result is the same; the eye is normal or 
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only slightly roughened. Again the result might be compared 

with + / ast which is usually normal but which occasionally 

shows a slight roughening of the eye. The eye of homozygous 

( + ast)
2 

is normal; the wings may be normal or they may 

occasionally show a slight extra vein parallel to the fifth 

longitudinal vein near the posterior cross vein. It is 

difficult to exclude the presence of modifiers which may 

cause or contribute to this wing effect, but there is good 

reason to believe that the tendency to show extra veins is 

a property of the duplication itself; e. g., in the presence 

of some of the Minute bristle types, ( + ast )2 / + may 

show the extra vein effect as well as branches at the tips of 

the longitudinal veins. 

The Right Section Of Dp-S 

The genetic composition of Dp-S has been deduced from 

a study of unequal crossing over in females heterozygous for 

the duplication. From ( + ast )2 / S + females a total of 

258 tested 11 ast 11 types were recovered in Matings 18., 19., 

and 20., T~blc 6. The great majority 0£ these are to be 

interpreted as the extraction of s+ ast from the right section 

of ( + ast )2 as the result of crossing over occuring in the 

region between the break point of the duplication and the 

locus of s. Using a more extended and arbitrary notation this 

result may be visulized as follows: 

(••••+••&st••)(••••+••ast••) 
(····3·· + ··) 



-- Fre2 Inversions Total 1ast 11 

Mating Heterozygous Progeny11- rypesiH:-;"n ;- , 9 
18. + al ( + ast)( + ast) ho++ ~ 

In(l)dl-49, j net + s + + d;i cl 2 x 976 8 (ast ho) o.4% & in so:ne 
x al S ho/Cy, E-S cf In(3L+3R)P 

19. + ( + ast)( + ast} ho + + 0 
as in 18. ! net s + + dp cl ,. 

2 x 9,156 64 0.35Jo 

x In(2L)Cy, 2 0 (57, net ast ast ho) 
(1, ast ho} 

20. as in 19. as in 18. 
190 -------

(net ast ho) 

.2: (ast ho) 

21. al + ( + ast)( + ast) ho + +o 
+ ds + + + dp ci Unknown 

8,000 13 (ast ho} 0.16Jb 
(2,ds ast ho) :x al ast ho 0 1 (al ast ho) 

--- --
278 0.16 - o.4J6 

(272) 

·"}calculated number c:f offspring in.*hich ast could be detected· 
~H~Genetic composition in parenthesis and in most cases d\ermined by progeny tests • .. 

Table 6. The Extraction of Asteroid from the Right Sectio~ of DP"":S• 
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The "new 11 type was detected on the basis that it acts exactly 

like ast. The frequency, of this class was 0.36~ (72 / 2xl0,132) 

in Matings 18. and 19., where the females carried inversions in 

some of the other chromosone arms. 

That the duplication was no longer present in the great 

majority of the 11 astn types was shown by a cytological analysis 

of 83 of them recovered from Mating 20. In Mating 18. it was 

also possible to detect a complementary crossover having 

S ast+ inserted into the right section of the duplication; over 

S the resultant phenotype wai:t in!'\epa.l"'ab1e f'rom S / + but a 

cytological analysis demonstrated the presence of Dp(2)S. 

This type occurred with a frequency of 0.3% (6 / 2x974 ) and 

its composition may be written ( + ast)( S + ). 

Results similar to those shown above were obtained 

when unequal crossing over was followed in ( + ast) 2 / + 

females, Mating 21.,Table 6. Here ast was recovered f'rom the 

right section of the duplication in 13 cases, or with a 

frequency of 0 .16;·t. This reduced frequency is probably due 

in part to the f'act that few if any of the females in Mating 21. 

were heterozygous for inversions in other chromosome arms. 

Although it was not possible to detect a complementary crossover 

to aat in the F 1 of this mating, one caae of ( + ast)( + + ) 

was found among 13 F
1 

(al) crossovers between al and ho which 

were tested against 32 E-3; unlike ( + ast}
2

, ( + ast)( + +) 

results in complete suppression of the s2 E-3 effect. 

To su:mmarize, the right section of' Dp-s,
11
was shown to 
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carry a normal allele of S and the recessive, ast. This is 

consistent with the origin of Dp-S from homozygous ast. In 

Dp-S / + females the frequency of unequal crossing over where 

the right section of the duplication and the normal chromosome 

were involved varied between 0 .3 - 0. 72~& for the region from 

the bI'eak point of' the uuplicat;ion to the locus o.r 3. The 

lower value may be taken as the standard value. The higher 

value represents an almost two-fold increase, attrituable 

probably to the inversion set-up used; but as will be seen 

later an even greater increase waa obtained. 

The Left Section of Dp-3 

To turn to a st.udy of the left section of Dp-S it 

has already been shown in Part I., Table 4. , Ma ting 15. (more 

complete details are given in Table 7.), that s+ could be 

extracted from the left section as the result of crossing 

over, occurring in ( -r ast) 2 / S ast !'emales, between the S 

locus in the left section and the break point of the dupli

cation; diagrammatically: 

• • • •:S• •ast• • 

In this case the detected product was s+ ast a.nd a consideration 

of the marker genes used shows that the left and not the right 

section of Dp-S was involved in crossing over. Whether or 

not the a.ccompe.nying a.st wa.s derived from the left section 

of the duplication or from the normal chromosome obviously 
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cannot be determined in this experiment. 

A crossover complementary to that described above 

would result in the insertion of S into the left section of 

the duplication. It was early recognized that ( S ast)( + ast) 

might for practicable purposes be indistinguishable in its 

action from ast, itself. For tr~is reason 83 of the "astn 

types obtained in Mating 22. were examined cytologically '£or 

the presence of Dp-S; only two were found which showed the 

presence of Dp-S, the remainder were normal as expected on 

the basis that they arose from crossing over in the right 

section of the duplication. Evidently the two rare cases 

had the composition desired: ( S ast)( + ast) or ( S + )( + ast), 

whose origin, in this experiment, may be indicated as follows: 

Again, whether or not the crossover occurred between 3 and 

ast or to the right of ast is difficult to tell from this 

experiment alone but there are other reasons to be presented 

which indicate that the more probable constitution is 

( S ast )( + ast ) and not ( S + )( + ast ). An estimate of 

the frequency of crossing over between the 3 locus in the 
the 

le£t aeotion 0£ the duplication and break point gives a value 
" 

of 0.02% ( 2x2 / 83 x 0.36%) which is of the order of magnitude 

of the distance between S and ast. Actually the new type, 

( 'S ast) ( + ast), did prove to be nearly ii' not inseparable, 

phenotypically, from ast. That it actually contained S in 

the left section was shown by extracting it from the duplication 
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1n three di.ff'erent experiruent.::i which have a1ready been reported 

in Part I., Table 3., Matings 9., 10., and 11. It is useful 

here to summarize the results as follows (The number which 

were fully tested for the indicated composition is shown in 

parenthesis.): 

Mating 11. 

( .... s~. as:!=_~~J ( •••• + •• ast •• ) 
•••• + •• + •• 

Mating 9. 

( .... s .. ast •• }( •••• + •• ast •• } 

•••• + •• ast •• 

Mating 10. 

( ..•. s •. ast •• )( •••• + •• ast •• ) 

•••• + •• ast4 •• 

S ast+ ( 1) 

S ast (3) 

S ast4 ( 3) 

It will now be recalled that this was the method by which the 

combinations, S ast and S ast4, were first obtained. Mating 11., 

served here as a control in showing that a typical S ast+ type 

could also be extracted. 

On the other hand the extraction of ast from the left 

section of the duplication or the insertion of ast+ into that 

section has not been detected, at least, in an unequivocal 

way. It is important therefore to examine what the chances 

were for the recovery of ast from the left section. The 

T'er-overy of' ast had it occurred could have been detected among 

the tested sample of 271 "ast'' types which arose among the 

offspring from Matings 18., 19., 20., and 21., Table 6; that 
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is, with respect to the marker genes used they would have 

appeared as 11 complementary 11 to the only type recovered. Now 

it was determined cytologically, as already mentioned, that 

two out of 83 11 ast 11 types tested in one of these experilnents 

represented crossovers between the locus of 3 in the left 

section and the break point of the duplication. One may 

guess therefore that roughly six or seven ( 2x271 / 83 ) such 

crossovers in the latter region were recovered, part of which, 

at least, were presumably crossovers between S and ast. Hence 

the number of flies examined has been too small to make it 

very probable that ast would have been recovered from the 

left section even if the frequency of crossing over between 

ast and the break point was of the order of magnitude of 

the ~requency of crossing over between S and ast. It is 

likely from Matings 10., and 11., that the former frequency 

is lower than the latter since four tested crossover between 

S and the break point all occurred between S and ast, and not 

to the right of ast. 

Because of this negative result, it might be assumed 

that the failure to detect the extraction of the ast locus 

from the left section of Dp-S in some of the experiments 

given above was not due to its close proximity to the break 

point but rather to the representation of that locus by an 

allele which was being extracted with an appreciable 

frequency but which could not be detected 1n those experiments. 

This would, of course, require an additional assumption that 

at the time of origin of Dp-S a mutation at the ast locus in 
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the left section had occurred. That the first assumption is 

unnecessary is shown by reference again to Ma.tings 9.,10., 

and 11., where the value and importan~e of the results lay 

in their being independent of just such an assumption. Those 

results indicate clearly that in every case where S was 

recovered from the left section of the duplication the 

crossover could consistently be interpreted as having occurred 

between the 3 and ast loci. It may,hov1ever,be useful to point 

out that there is some support .from phenotypic considerations 

for supposing that the left section contains ast+ and not a.st. 

but just as ast+ was not recovered in Matings 9., and 10.' it 
3 

was not recovered in an experiment sh01im in Table 7., Mating 21., 

which was especially designed to detect it in the F1 had it 

occurred. In this case, ( + astT?)( + ast ) /net ast dp cl 

females were mated to net S dp cl / Cy males and a search was 

made for S / + types in the F1 • Total counts were not made, 

uut l.98 ".net" cros::>ove.r·s lletween the net l.ocus and the locus 

of ast in the left section of Dp-S were recorded; their 

frequency was 1.4~b (63/4,442). ·since no S /+types were 

recovered the value of postulating a mutation from ast to 

ast+ ceases to exist for all practical purposes. In other 

words, there is no genetic data which contradicts the assumption 

that ast and not a mutation thereof is present in the le.ft 

section of Dp-S. 

It has been tacitly assumed in the above discussion that 

the ast locus is actually in.eluded in Dp-S but the evidence 

for this has remained indirect and is based chiefly on 
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cytological evidence,and phenotypic considerations which have 

yet to be taken up in detail. 

To su.n:unarize, tho loft section 0£ Dp-S, as originally 

obtained, was shown to contain a normal allele of S which 

again is consistent with an origin from homozygous ast, and 

with the notation + ast )2 • But it was not possible to 

determine whether the left section carried the recessive, 

ast; presumably, the locus of ast is too close to the break 

point for it to be extracted with an appreciable frequency. 

Into the left section of ( + ast )2 , S could be inserted 

and subsequently could be extracted unchanged. Since the 

derivative, ( S ast){ + ast), resembled ast, itself, and 

could only be detected cytologically, it was included among 

the 1
' ast 11 crossovers obtained in Matings 18., 19., and :dO., 

Table 6., which were interpreted as having involved the 

right section of Dp-s. However, the frequency with which 

( S ast)( + ast) arose in those matings was so low, estimated 

at 0.01% that it does not seriously affect the frequency of 

crossovers in the right section, nor the main conclusions, 

from those matings. 

Unequal Crossing over in Dp-S Heterozygotes 

It would would be desirable to compare in a quanti

tative way the left and right sections of Dp-S with respect 

to the frequency of unequal crossing over within a region of 

those sections which could be specified with known loci. 

From deficiency data presented in Part I., Fig. 8.,it is 
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known that the loci of net, al, ex, and probably ds lie 

outside the duplicated region of Dp-S; that is, to the left 

of the 21 E 3 band. Apparently, only the S and ast loci are 

included in Dp-S. They are so close together, however, that 

it would be :impracticable to obtain sufficient data for a 

comparison such as that indicated above. 

On the other hand, some indication 0£ the c££oct 0£ 

Dp-S, when heterozygous, on crossing over in the al - S region 
15 

can be obtained from Matings 18., 22., and ~., shown in Table 

7. Here it was possible to measure, simultaneou~ly in each 

experiment, the frequency of crossing over between the al locus 

and the S locus in the left section of Dp-S as well as the 

the frequency in the region from S in the left section to S 

in the right section of the duplication. It will be convenient 

to refer to these as the al - s1 and the s1 - s2 regions, 

respectively. How then does the sum of these two regions, or 

the al - s2 region, measured in terms of crossover frequency, 

compare with tho map dicta.nee between al and S under similar 

inversion conditions but in the absence of Dp-S. The answer 

to this can be obtained from a comparison of the results of 
IS 

Mating~., Table 7., with the average of the remJlt~ f't"om 

Matings 13., 16., and 17., Table 4., Part Ii.. 

1S 
In Mating~., the origin of one of the crossover types 

in the al - s1 region may be indicated as follows: 



Mat1ng J.nvera1ona i. 
Crossover Regioniri~ a1~s,] % % Total 

Progeny al-S1 S1-S2 S1-S2 a:i.-s~ 
15. al (+ ast)(+ ast) 9 Inl J. )dl-49 i 

+ S ast In(l}AM, & 22, 22, 

x In(2L)Cy, al2 ast3o 
T(2;3)Me. 2x995 al{+ast) 2 • ast. 2.2 2.2 4.4 

(1, al ast 
dp cl) ·-18. al (+ ast){+ ast)ho 9 In(l}dl-49, I 

I 
+ s + + & in some 17, a, I 

In ( 3L+3R ) p:; 2x976 (+ ast) 2 • ast. 1.7 i 0.7 2.5 
x al S ho/Cy,E-S d 6, 

( +ast )( S+). 
22. + (+ ast) (+ + ) + ~ In(l)dl-49, 

al s + ho In(3LR)CxD. 6, 
2xl,057 20, al s+ ast+. 1.9 a.a 2.7 

x al S ho/Cy, E-S d al(+ast) 2 • 11, 
( +ast) ( S+) • 

23. + (+ast)(+ast) + + ~ 
net as£· dp er In(l)dl-49. 

2x4,442 63, ----- 1.4 --- ---
x net ast dp cl d tnet(+ast) 2• 

i~In Matings 15 and 23., the calculated total is twice the ( + ast )2/ ast class; in Matings 18 
and 22, it is twice the non-Cy class. 

~, 

rsee text for description. In Mating 23, the net - ast1 region may be considered as identi 
cal with the al - s1 region. 

Table 7. The frequency of crossing over in the al - S region in Dp-S heterozygotea. 
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al ( •••• + •• ast.) ( •••• + •• ast.) ho 

+ •••• s .. ast. 

The frequency of this type vva.s 1. 2~b ( 22/ 2x995); the complemente.ry 

crosoover, al S a.st, was not recorded since it fell into the 

poorly viable S ast / + ast3 class of off spring. The best 

estimate of the total frequency of crossing over in the al - s1 

region is therefore 2.3% (22/ 995). In the same experiment 

it was also possible to detect a crossover betVJeen the S locus 

in the left section and the break point of the duplication. 

This had the composition, al ast, and occurred with a frequency 

of 0.05% (1/ 2x996); it was convenient to note the occurrence 

of th1s type 1n studies on the left section of Dp-S where it 

had special significance. The complementary crossover to the 

latter is ( S ast)( + ast) ho, but if it occurred in the offspring 

of Mating 23., it mu:::st have been included in the phenotypically 

indistinguishable ast ho class, which resulted from crossing 

over in the region between the break point and the S locus 

in the rig.."lt section of Dp-s. Now the frequency of the "ast 11 ho 

types in Iiiating 15., was 1.2;;& (22/ 2x995) and it follo':1s that 

the total frequency of crossing over in the s1 -- s2 region 

is 2.3% (22/ 995), or the sa.~e as that observed in the sa...~e 

experiment for the al - s1 region. Thus, the total frequency 

in the al -:.:s2 region is 4.4% under the particular conditions 

used in Mating 15. This high value is presumably due to the 

presence in that mating of In( l)dl-49, In( l)AM, and T ( 2; 3 )1vie, 

which v1e2·e heterozygoua in the parental female. 
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The above result ~ay be compared with the average of the 

results from J,Iatings 13., 16., and 17., in which the parental 

1'emales did not carry Dp-s and were heterozygous ! .... or In(l)dl-49 

Du ( 2 i 3 ) ) · i 1 1 th . . d . ti h ana. T\2;3 Me; it is 1 key t:iat e inversion con i ons ere 
/\ 

are only slightly less efficient than they are in Mating 15. 

In the tormor matingo tho average total frequency of croaaing over 

bet·.veen al and S was 4.2%' (167/4,022} which is in good agree

ment with 4.4% for the al - S2 region as measured in the 

latter mating. Apparently, t~·1en, the heterozygous presence of 

Dp-S does not appreciably affect the total am.o1.ll1t of crossing 

over in the al - S region of a normal chromosome, at least 

under the particular inversion conditions used. 

The problem of how the crossovers between al and s2 , 

in Dp-S heterozygotes, are distributed wit~ respect to the 

left and right section of Dp-S can be attacked indirectly 

by calculating the ratio of the al - s1 region to the 8i - Sz 
region in terms of genetic length. A summary of Matings 15., 

18. , and 22. , Table 7. , gives a value of 59 : 22 + lX31 (in 

terms of absolute nu.~bers of crossovers in each region) or 

1.6 : l for that ratio. Considering the fact that the 

al - s1 region is 1movr.n to be longer cytologically than the 

s1 - s2 region, it seems safe to conclude that the frequency 

of unequal crossing over involving the left section of Dp-S 

is the same as that for the right section in females which 

are heterozygous for the duplication. It is important to note, 

though, that th1s conclusion is based on an assumption, which 
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may not be justified, that differences in inversion conditions 

in Matine;s 15., 18., and 22., have had a negligible effect on 

the calculation of the above ratio. Again, whether or not 

the observed ratio would obtain in the absence of inversions 

in other arms is not known. If it be assumed that the ds locus 

is close, genetically, to the left end of the duplicated 

section, as it appears to be cytologically, then the theoretical 

al - s1 : s1 - s2 ratio may be estimated as 1.3 : 1.3 - 0.3 

or 1.3 : 1, which is in good agreement with the observed value. 

The Possibility of Sister Strand Crossing over in 

Dp-S Heterozygotes 

The apparent removal of the ast locus from the right 

section of Dp-S without association with crossing over in the 

al - ho region has been observed in a total of 5 cases from 

heterozygous Dp-S females, distributed among Matings 19., 20., 

and 21., Table 6., and Mating 22, Table 7. Each case occurred 
each 

in a single culture; four out of five of the cultures~had over 

100 offspring which were deri·ved from a singlA pa.rent:P.l femP.le. 

The fifth culture vtas from 111ating 22., which had two parental 

females and which produced only 72 flies in that culture. 

It is quite possible that the net s+ ast+ dp cl type in 

Mating 22., and the al~ast ho case in Mating 21 were the result 

of' contamination; this explanation probably does not apply 

to the three cases obtained from Matings 19., and 20. Here 

it was established that each of the three cases arose as 
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case it was shown that the ast ho type was apparently normal in 

the salivary gland chromosomes. The frequency of these types 

may be estimated as l.6% ( 5/ 309 ) of the total number of cases 

of removal of sat from the right section of Dp-S. This frequency 

is about what would be expected if these types represent double 

crossovers within the region from net (or al) to S and if there 

is no interference in that region. But a coincidence close to 

one in an interval which in these experiments was probably not 

over 3 units is so unlikely that the possibility is open that 

the rare types are the result of unequal crossing over involving 

sister strands of Dp-S. 

An experiment was designed to detect the possible 

occurrence of sister strand crossing in females having Dp-S 

in one homolog and one of the large S deficiencies in the other. 

Females of composition, In(l)dl-49 / In(l)AM ; al ( + ast )2 ho 
2 g 

T(2;3)Me / Df(2)S4 ; In(3LR)Cx.D, were mated to In(2L)Cy, al ast 

males and a search was made for ast / ast3 types in the F1 ; none 

were found however in over 2300 offspring (based on the ( T ast) 2 

ast 
3 class ) . The absence, in the homologous chromosome, of 

the section present twice in Dp-S does not appear to induce 

sister strand crossing over in Dp-S with an appreciable frequency. 

The Phenotypes of Dp-S Derivatives 

In unequal crossing over studies of Dp-S heterosygotes, 

it was shown that the genetic composition of ( + ast )2 could be 

I 
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varied by introducing S into the left or right section of the 
+ duplication, or by replacing ast in the right section with aat • 

Many other substitutions are theoretically possible. Thus, 

using the 6 combinations, s+ ast+, S ast+ , S ast, S ast4, + ast, 

and+ ast
4

, there are 36 possible ways of varying the composition 

of Dp-S, making use of' this material only. Actue.1.ly, however, 

it has not been feasible to vary the composition of the ast 

locus in the left section so that the possible ways of varying 

that section are reduced to 2; this leaves only 12 combinations 

which can be obtained relatively easily. All but two of these, 

(+ ast)(+ ast4 } and (S ast)(+ ast4 ), have been synthesized. 

The combinations may be divided into Group I., all members of 

which were derived originally from (+ ast) 2 by substitutions 

in the right section; and Group II., all members of which were 

originally derived from (S ast)(+ ast). The members of these 

groups are as follows: 

Group I. Group II. 

1. ( + ast )( + + ) 6. ( S ast )( + + ) 

2. ( + ast )( + ast ) 7. ( S ast )( + ast ) 

3. ( + ast )( S + ) 8. ( S ast )( S + ) 

4. ( + ast )( S ast ) 9. ( S ast )( S ast ) 

5. + ast )( S ast4 ) 10. S ast )( S ast4) 

As has already been noted, (+ ast)( + + ) / s2 E-S 

may be compared withs+ ast+/ + + E-S; while (+ ast)(+ ast) / 

s 2 E-S is similar in effect on the eye to s+ ast+/ + ast E-s ; 

similarly, ( + ast )( S + ) I s2 E-S acts like s+ ast + / S + E-S. 
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Members 3., 4., and 5., of Group I. have been found to be not 

only indisti~uishable from each other, phenotypically, but 
+ + . also from S ast in all combinations which have been tr1ed, 

including tests to S ast+, S ast, S ast4 , and deficiencies 

for the region present twice in Dp-S. All members of group I. 

look normal in the homozygou.s condition, at least with respect 

to the eye; l. and 2. occasionally show the extra vein effect 

as already described. The effects of every member of Group I. 

can consistently be interpreted as indicating that the left 

section acts as though it carries s+ast+ instead of s+ ast, 

that the right section acts in each case according to the 

indicated composition, and that the two sections act independently 

of each other. 

The effects of each member of Group II. are such as 

would be expected if each carried only the composition or the 

right section; thus, 6. acts likes+ ast+; 7., like s+ ast; 

8., like S ast+; 9., like S ast; and 10., like S ast4 . These 

conclusions are based on tests of each member of Group II. to 

+, s, ast, ast4 , S ast, S ast4 and E-S. Tests to S.deficiencies 

were not made. No apparent position effects could be 

demon.strated for any of the following comparisons: (S o.ot)(S + )/ 
/s 

ast vs. (S ast)(+ ast); (S ast}(S ast) / ast vs. (S ast}(+ a.st)/ 

S ast ; and (S ast)(S ast4 ) / ast vs. (S ast)(+ ast) / S ast4 • 

However, the possibility that slight differences may exist in 

some or all of these comparisons is still open, since eye 

measurements were not made and possible genetic variability was 
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not adequately controlled. 

A comparison of Group I. with Group II. shows that 

members 3. and 6. are identical with respect to genetic material; 

as f's.r as can be determined they a.re also identical phenotypically; 

e. g., (+ ast)(S +) / S and (S ast)(+ +) / S, each have a 

typical S / + type of eye. On the other hand, there is a 

striking difference between the derivatives, 4. and 7J for, 

whereas (+ ast)(S ast) / S +looks like S / +, (S ast)(+ ast) / 

S + is nearly id' not inseparable phenotypically from s + / + ast. 

Superficially, the results of the latter comparison might be 

interpreted as an instance of position effect extending from 

the S and ast loci in one section of Dp-S to those loci in the 

other section. The results may also be explained on the 

simple assumption that there is a uprimary 11 position effect 

on the act locuo in the left section of {+ ast)(S ast), causing 

it to act like ast+, by virtue of the rearrangement in Dp-S, 

which just follows the 21 E 1-2 doublet of that section. 

The latter interpretation is more likely for three reasons. 

Firstly, it satisfactorily explains all of the effects observed 

for members of Group I. Secondly, two other aberrations, T(2;3) 

astrvl and In(2L)astrv2 , have been found which have one of their 

breaks just following the 21 E 1-2 doublet, as in the case of 

Dp-s, and which act as though the originally present ast had 

+ reverted to ast • Finally, it has been demonstrated, as sho\"m 

below, that in the case of (+ ast) 2 there is no reason to 
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from the S and ast loci in one section to those loci in the 

other section. 

Experimental evidence for the nature of the position 

effect in (+ ast) 2 has been derived from a study of a trans

location, T(2;3)Dp-S, obtained from X-radiation of Dp-S males, 

whose composition with respect to the duplication was (+ ast)
2

• 

A salivary gland chromosome analysis showed the presence of a 

reciprocal tra.nslocation, having one o'.f its breaks withi.."1. the 

duplication and just to the left of the 21 E 1-2 doublet of the 

right section of Dp-S, and the other break in heterochromatin 

of 3R. In the presence of a normal heterochJ:>omatin balance, 

the phenotypic effects of T(2;3)Dp-S are such as might be 

expected if it contained two doses of s+ ast, just as the 

notation, (+ ast)
2

, would indicate} thus, T(2;3)Dp-S / S is 

similar to, although more variable than, homozygous ast. 

However~ when studied in the x:xY. female, T(2;3)Dp-S / S has 
that of' 

a nearly normal eye which may be compared withA(+ ast) 2 / S • 

In other words, the effects of (+ ast) 2 are the same whether 

.the S - ast regions are relatively close, as in Dp-S, or are 

widely separated, as in T{2;3)Dp-S. It is likely that the 

"primary" position effect occurring at the S - ast region of 

the left section of (+ ast) 2 has been changed in T(2;3)Dp-S 

as a result of the rearrangement, and that the change in that 

region is to a variegated ast-like effect, which, however, can 

be suppressed by an extra Y chromosome. It is t\mportant to 

note here that the phenotypic effects of. (+ ast) 2 are not. 

changed by the addition of a Y chromosome. 



Discussion 

It is perhaps significant that the origin of Dp-S 

was associated with crossing over. It suggests that the 

mechanism of the origin of tandem repeats, in which the 

sequence is in direct order, may be either one of non-

homologous crossing over or a type of unequal crossing 
a 

over occurring within repeat already established in the 

species. Thus, assuming that there is a small, not 

strictly tandem, repeat with a sequence,.J KL MN OP L M QR., 

then as a result of pairing in an unequal manner, diagrammatically: 

•• JKLMNOPLMQRS •• 
• • J K L M W 0 P L M Q. R •• 

the occurrence of crossing over in the L M region would· 

give rise to a tandem, direct repeat with the sequence, 

•• J K L Ivi N O P L ill N 0 P L M Q R • • , and a complementary 

deficiency type. There is however no obvious indication for 
type of 

the existence of the original~repeat, here postulated, in 

the normal region of the salivary gland chromosomes in which 

Dp-S lies. There is occasional evidence from studies of 

Dp-S, itself, for an association of the doublets, 21 D 1-2 

and 21 E 1-2, which might be taken as indicating that they 

provide the ng~sary repeat region; on the other hand, it 

is probably more likely that the association is not real but 

the result of the confusion in pairing shown by the two 

sections or Dp-s. 
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The study o~ u.ntqua1 crossing over in ~emales, 

heterozygous for Dp-8, gave no indication for a disturbance 

in the total a.mount of crossing over in the al - S region; 

furthermore, the distal and proximal sections appear to 

undergo crossing over with the common homologous region with 

about the same frequency. This suggests that, at meiosis, 

pairing of those two sections is a t random. the fact that 

there is little or no reduction in crossing over in the 

al - S region in Dp-S is in agreement with aytobogical evidence 

derived from a. study of the salivary gland chromosomes of 

heterozygous Dp-S which shows that failure of pairing in the 

S region is very infrequent. Indeed, so complete is this 

somatio pairing between the repeat section of Dp-S that in 

some instances it appears as though it had the normal banding. 

This lateral pairing, if it existed at the time of crossing 

over might permit a type of sister strand crossingpver 

although involvingt perhaps, four strandsat one level. But 

if this phenomenon occurs, and there is some evidence which 

suggests that it may, it may be difficult to determine whether 

crossing over between sister strands has occurred in the four 

strand level, i. e., pairing of the two homologous sections 

in the sister strand stage; or in the two strand condition. 
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I. 

Two loci, Star and asteroid, in the aeoond chromosome of 

D. melanogaster were found to be extremely closely linked with 

an estimated standard map distance ot 0.01 to 0.04 unit. It 

wa.s demanstra. ted tha. t these two loci a.re incl nded in the 21 E. 1-2 

doublet structure of the salivary gland chromosomes. Not only 

do the Star and asteroid mutants affect the eye in a similar 

way, but they also show position effects depending on how they 

are distributed between the two chromosomes. An interpretation 

of the observed phenomena is made in terms of a naturally 

occurring repeat in the chromosomes. 

II. 

The Star Duplication is a tandem repeat in direct order 

for the four bands, 21 D 3, 4 and 21 E 1-2. It includes the 

Star and asteroid loci and with the use of mutants at these 

loci as markers. it has been possible to study unequal crossing 

over in females heterozygous as well as homosygous for the 

duplication. The genetic composition of the Star Duplication 

has been varied in ten distinct ways; the results indicate that 

there is probably a position effect exerted on the asteroid 

locus 1n the left section of the duplication causing the 

originally present asteroid change to act like a reversion to 

normal. It is likely that there is little or no position effect 

exerted by tho Star.and asteroid 1ooi in one section on those 

loci in the other section. 
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Females homozygous for the sex-linked dominant, Bar, occasionally give 
rise to wild-type reversions and to forms with more extreme eye reduction 
than Bar. This behavior was shown by Sturtevant1 to result from un
equal crossing-over. The Bar-reverted type was considered to be a de
ficiency for the Bar gene; while the extreme form, called Ultra-Bar or 
Double-Bar, was interpreted as a duplication for tha.t gene. Later, 
Wright2 suggested that Bar itself had something additional present which 
when lost by unequal crossing-over would give back a normal chromosome 
(Bar-reverted). 

The cytological nature of Bar was cleared up independently by Bridgesa. 
and ~Iuller, et ul.,' who iuvt::sligaletl Llte :salivary gland dirowo:su1m:::s. 
They found Bar to be a tandem duplication, in normal order, for an X
chromosome section composed, according to Bridges' detailed analysis, 
of six bands. Bridges further demonstrated that Bar-reverted had the 
identical banding of a normal chromosome, whereas Double-Bar had a 
serial triplication for the region present twice in Bar and once in Bar
reverted. 

The second case of a tandem duplication being responsible for a domi
nant "mutation" is that of the se.x-linked Hairy wing, which Demerec5-
has shown is a repetition for a single heavy band near the tip of the X
chromosome. However, its location in a region of extremely low crossing
over prevented a study of unequal crossing-over. 

This paper is a preliminary report on an autosomal tandem repeat 
which was detected as a suppressor of the dominant mutant, Star (S, 2-
1.3). 

An analysis of the salivary gland chromosomes of this suppressing factor, 
when homozygous, when closely paired with a normal chromosome and 
when present as an unpaired haploid strand, consistently showed the 
presence of a tandem duplication in direct order near the left end of the 
second chromosome. The section present twice appears to include the. 
two faint bands, 21 D 4-5, and the heavy, frequently capsulated doublet, 
21E1-2; i.e., a section of at least four bands. 

Dp(2)S appeared in a study of changes at the Star locus, a consideration 
of which is essential before discussing the properties of this repeat. S/ + 
has roughened, slightly reduced eyes; S/S is always lethal. Star-reces-
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sive (S') is the name tentatively given to a recessive mutant near if not 
at the Star locus. S' / S' has smaller, rougher eyes than S / +, and may 
have gaps at the tips of the wing veins. The compound, S/S', is much 
more extreme, having a narrow diamond-shaped eye and extensively in
terrupted venation. 

Bridges has reported that the salivary gland chromosomes of Star 
are apparently normal. The same appears to be true for Star-recessive 
and also for the dominant Suppressor of Star (Su-S, 2-1.3::1::) found by 
Curry. 

The allelic relation between S and S' is, as yet, ambiguous. From al S 
ho/S' females (al = aristaless, 2-0.0; ho = heldout, 2-4.0), wild-type 
"reversions," which are always heldout crosso~ers and which are cyto
logically normal, occur with a frequency of 0.013 (4: 31, 106); by using 
females heterozygous for inversions in all of the other chromosome arms, 
their frequency has been stepped up to 0.0463 (12: 26, 370). Yet, a cross
over complementary to the reversions has not been detected. The situa
tion may be similar to a case, recently reported by Oliver,6 of reversions, 
associated with crossing-over in one direction, arising from females carry
ing two alleles of the lozenge eye mutation. For the sake of simplicity, S 
and S' are considered as alleles in this paper. 

Dp(2)S arose spontaneously as a single individual among approximately 
49,000 offspring of al S' ho/S' females individually mated to al S ho/Cy, 
E-S males. The fly had normal aristae, nearly wild-type (Star suppressed) 
eyes and heldout wings. Tests showed that the mother had contributed 
al+, ho and Dp(2)S, whose origin was therefore associated with crossing
over. Dp(2)S/ + and Dp(2)S/ S' look wild-type. Dp(2)S/Dp(2)S is also 
normal except for an occasional slight extra vein near the fifth longitudinal 
vein. This wild-type action is in striking contrast to the pronounced phe
notypic effects of Bar and Hairy wing. 

A study of unequal crossing-over in the heterozygous duplication has 
shown that the Star locus is included in the repeated sections; i.e., it has 
been possible to recover from al Dp(2)S ho/ S females unequal crossover 
products which have S inserted into the left (distal) section of the repeat, 
and others with S introduced into the right (proximal) region. The latter 
occur with a frequency of 0.33 (6:1948) or roughly thirty times as fre
quently as the former (0.013 or 2:ca 23,000). In terms of genetic length 
this indicates that the S locus is included in the extreme right portion of 
each of the two regions present in duplicate. The original duplication, 
since it arose from homozygous S', might be expected to have a sr gene 
in each of these positions. Using parentheses to bound the repeated re
gions, its composition may be written: Dp(2)S = ( ... S'.)( ... S'.). 
That S' is present in the proximal section has been demonstrated by its 
recovery from 
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al .. . S. ho 

females as sr ho cross-overs, whose cytological picture is normal; their 
frequency is 0.35% (57:16,568) or approximately that of the complemen
tary al ( ... S'.) ( ... S.) class mentioned above. In the two cases where S 
was inserted into the left section. the product may be written: C~ .. S. )
( ... S.) ho, and its origin visualized as the result of the following pair
ing: 

al( ... S.)( ... S.) ho 
( .. . S.) 

accompanied by a cross-over between the S locus and the break point of 
the duplication. The complementary crossover is expected in this case 
to be al S, or the removal of S from the left section. Yet, although 
a total of 243 S ho types have been detected, no cases of al S have 
occurred. This may mean that S is slightly to the right of S, as was sug
gested, in part, by evidence given above. On this basis, either S" is just 
outside the duplication or it is so close to the break point that crossing
over has failed so far to remove it from the left section. 

Although the phenotypic effects of the original duplication are con
sistent with the assumption that one S and a normal allele of S" are 
acting, the origin of Dp(Z)S from homozygous S would seem to indicate 
that this action is more likely a position effect. A preferable notation, 
for the present, would be Dp(2)S = ( ... S?.)( .. . S" .). 

From al ( . . . S"? . ) ( . . . S" . ) lio / I females, normal S" ho chromosomes 
and al ( ... S? . ) ( ... S +.) occur with approximately equal frequencies as 
expected. 

There is genetic evidence, not of a crucial character, that the locus of 
net (2-0.3=) is also included in Dp(2)S at the extreme left end of each 
section. If this is the case then the total frequency of crossing-over be
tween the loci of net and Star in heterozygous-Dp(2)S is greater when the 
distal section is involved (1.43) than when the proximal one takes part 
(0.7%). As in the experiments previously given, these data are obtained 
from females heterozygous for inversions in some of the other chromosome 
arms with the result that the normal net-S distance of 1 % is increased to 
23 or more. 

From females homozygous for the original duplication whose repeated 
sections may be supposed occasionally to pair in an unequal manner, 
diagrammatically, 

at( .. . S"?.)( ... S".) lio 

( ... S?.)( ... S.) 
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two types of unequal cross-over products have been obtained which, 
apart from phenotype, are analogous to the derivatives produced by 
homozygous Bar females. The normal chromosome products, correspond
ing to Bar-reverted, are detected on the basis that they carry S'; their 
frequency is 0.25% (9 al S' + 5 S ho: 5594). New chromosomes with three 
sections in tandem repetition, as is the case with Double-Bar, occur with 
approximately the same frequency as the normal types, namely, 0.18% 
(8 al + 3 ho, triplications:6000); their action is to suppress, completely, 
S E-S (E-S = Enhancer of Star, 2- 6. = ), whereas Dp(2)S ( ... S"?.) 
( ... S'. ) only partially suppresses the small rough eye effect seen in S 
E-S / +. The unequal crossover types have been examined in the 
salivary gland chromosomes and the analogy with the Bar derivatives 
has been found to hold. The homozygous triplication, symbol, Tr(2)S, 
has slightly bulging eyes with large facets; in addition to occasional slight 
extra veins, described for the homozygous Dp(2)S, there is often a branch
ing of the second longitudinal vein. The wing e:ff ects are perhaps to be as
cribed to the locus of net. 

Homozygous Tr(2)S females have produced S' chromosomes with only 
one section present, and also a new "dominant" unequal crossover prod
uct, which over S' (ors+) has eyes resembling those of homozygous Tr
(2)S. A cytological analysis supports the conclusion that the "dominant" 
is a repeat of five sections. When homozygous this quintuplication, 
symbol, Qn(2)S, is still quite viable and fertile, and has the same effects, 
but much more intensified, as homozygous Tr(2)S. Qn(2)S would corre
spond to Quadruple-Bar obtained by Rapoport7 from attached-X females 
homozygous for Double-Bar. 

Summary.-1. An autosomal tandem duplication is described, whose 
origin was associated with crossing-over. 

2. Genetic evidence indicates that the locus of Star and possibly the 
net locus are included in each of the duplicate sections. 

3. The homozygous duplication gives unequal crossover products 
analogous to Bar-reverted and Double-Bar. A repeat of five sections has 
been derived from the homozygous triplication. 
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